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Why listen to us?
 Team of US TDM specialists reported back on a review of
European TDM initiatives last year ... and found that..
 UK provides evidence of government leadership in tackling traffic
demand in almost every way possible. They are also deploying
several other measures, to assist travellers in making smarter
choices on mode, route, time of travel, and even location.
 Whilst it was evident that the US could learn a lot from Europe, it
was also apparent that there was great opportunity to share good
practices on other aspects of TDM from the US.

See: Managing Travel Demand, Applying European Perspectives to US Practice, US DOT – FHWA, 2006

Singing from the same hymn sheet?
 TDM, Smarter Choices, Mobility Management, Travel Plans - what
does it all mean?
 Original US TDM definition - referred to strategies to encourage
commuters to shift to higher occupancy modes, such as ridesharing, vanpooling and public transport
 Now generally accepted view of TDM is: “designed to better
balance people’s needs to travel with the capacity of available
facilities to efficiently handle this demand”
 Smarter Choices (or Mobility Management in EU) – subset of TDM
focussing in particular on interventions such as information,
marketing, partnerships, communications, and promotion of
sustainable modes
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Understanding TDM
 If ‘Predict and provide’ was the old way then TDM is the new
way – an new paradigm in transport planning
 BUT it means more than just ‘managing’ – implicit in the use
of the term is the assumption that it is accompanied by the
implementation of sustainable mobility, introduction of full
cost pricing and organisational /structural measures to
ensure a broad range of complementary interventions work
effectively together to realise the benefits of integration
 It is the unifying philosophy of TDM that underpins the policy
objective of a more sustainable system of transport

TDM – more than just ‘restrictions’
 Accepts that meeting unfettered demand for travel is
impractical and that therefore the system needs to be
managed
 This demand for travel needs to be managed by:
- Expanding supply of (more sustainable) alternatives
- Controlling demand (use of unsustainable modes)
- Effective /full-cost pricing
 Perhaps better understood simply as ‘transport management’
– i.e. obtaining a more appropriate balance in favour of
needs over wants
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Ghandi’s – “Principle of Transport Enoughness”

We should provide enough transport to satisfy every person’s need but
not every person’s greed… When we take more than we need we are
simply taking from each other, borrowing from the future, or destroying
our transport system and the environment

TDM cake

4 key ingredients...
 Physical – infrastructure to make TDM work
 Operational – processes to manage /influence trips
 Financial – using economics of affect trip choice
 Organisational – integration with other activities
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Enlightened Engineers – ‘physical measures’
 Access control
 HOV and HOT lanes
 Expanded park-and-ride systems
 Hard shoulder running (during rush hours)
 Bus priority
 Cycleway infrastructure and parking

Information Technologists – ‘operational measures’
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Exciting Economists – ‘fiscal strategies’
 Congestion charge
 Area pricing
 Workplace parking levy
 Permits to restrict access e.g. to historic areas
 HGV tolls
 …also financial incentives e.g. free public transport
passes
 Note: revenue usually ‘ring-fenced’

Psychologists / Marketers' – ‘organisational measures’

 Travel planning for worksites and schools built
into ‘process’ of governance
 Use of the planning system to link in benefits
 Integrated with other strategies e.g. health
 Influence new operational arrangements e.g. to
operate transit /provide traveller information
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Fable of the Blind Men and An Elephant

Silo thinking constrains TDM effectiveness
 Same concept, different perspectives
- Engineers – traffic flow /congestion solution
- Economists – efficiencies to max economic growth
- IT specialists – technological fixes as part of above, plus
improving sustainability credentials of transport
- Psychologists and marketers – behaviour change to help
sustainability
 Not surprisingly the concept of TDM has become confused
as each discipline positions themselves to bring it under the
jurisdiction of their silo
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Eg. Science of behaviour change?

 Research has repeatedly demonstrated the importance of
understanding where you are in the process of behaviour
change – short-cuts don’t work
 BUT is this appreciated by the economists?

So what is ‘good’ practice?
 UK – predominately organisational
 US – mainly physical
 Across Europe & US – some good one-off
examples of a broad range of
interventions, but particularly operational
and financial
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The UK story...

How good is UK ‘good practice’?
 Recognised particularly for work
on ‘smarter choices’:
-

Public Transport Information and Marketing
Travel Awareness Campaigns
Mobility Centres
Lift Sharing
Car Clubs
Teleworking
Teleconferencing
Home Shopping
Cycling and Walking
Business Improvement Districts
Transport Management Associations
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Potential has been demonstrated
 Independent case pilot projects commissioned by UK DfT
implemented packages of smarter choices in 3 UK cities
 Showed that material reduction in car use can be achieved just by
providing people with better information on alternative travel
opportunities
 On average car trips down 11%, public transport trips up 16%,
walking up 22%, cycling up 46%
 Evidence clearly indicated that where there is a sustained and
concerted policy within local authorities to promote smarter
choices and wider sustainable transport initiatives, car
dependency reduces significantly

Substantial literature emphasising...
 Business benefits
- Increase productivity; Healthier workforce – more productive; Mitigate
negative environmental impacts; Access to wider pool of labour;
Improve recruitment & retention – employer of choice; Good PR;
Reduce parking costs; Meet CSR requirements

 Employee benefits
- Widen travel choice; Appeals to environmental values; Cuts cost of
travel; Reduces stress; Health benefits; Improves morale

 Complementary policy benefits

- Changes public perceptions towards travel alternatives; Helps tackle
climate change; Reduces traffic congestion; Improves journey time
reliability; Enhances air quality; Addresses obesity time-bomb;
Improves quality of life; Increases accessibility and travel options;
Addresses social exclusion; Facilitates options for improving urban
design; Improves the local economy
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The business press report the benefits

EMS and CSR are all the rage
 Big businesses: Carbon Disclosure Project
 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Agenda
 Environmental Management (EMS, ISO14001)
 Carbon Trust programme
 Sunday Times ‘Best Green Companies’
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Contribution to climate change recognised
 Transport is a major contributor to UK
carbon emissions.
- Passenger cars and taxis contribute
12.8%
- Road freight contributes 7.9%
- Aviation currently contributes 6%,
although rising fast
- Public transport contributes just 1.7%
 Car journeys are largest source of CO2
emissions from transport sector

Need to reduce car dependency understood
 Dependency on the car is major contributor to emissions and
urgent action is required to reduce this dependency
- 56% of all journeys by car are less than five miles
- 23% are less than two miles
 Government recognise that substantially reducing short
distance car journeys will make a significant
contribution to reducing CO2 emissions
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Planning policies are in place
 PPG13 Published 1999
 Objective: integrate planning & transport
through improving sustainable mobility,
maximising site accessibility and reducing
need to travel
 Required all major developments to do
transport assessment and produce travel plan

Sounds good, but what’s the reality...
 Organisational measures are viewed as ‘soft factors’ - by those
working in other silos
 Despite the fact that research and government guidance
emphasise the importance – still least valued, as evidenced by:
- In theory over 100k travel plans should have already been
secured through the planning process - poor enforcement
means that the real figure is less than 5%
- Lack of investment into developing the skills base
- Substantial under-funding of TDM
- EMS pay lip service to transport
- Politicians very nervous about ‘victimising’ the car driver
- Biased “procedures” still favour road schemes
 Whilst the symbiotic relationship between various elements of TDM
might be recognised it is generally not yet acted upon
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Marketing effectiveness – under scrutiny
 UK recognised for success in travel planning /mobility management
(organisational measures)
 Whilst, marketing approaches to creating behavioural change may
be the most effective way of motivating specific change, on a
piecemeal basis
 There is a concern that such approaches may actually serve to
defer, or even undermine, prospects for the more far-reaching and
systemic behavioural changes that are needed
 There is little evidence that, in the course of encouraging
individuals to adopt simple and painless behavioural changes, this
will in turn motivate them to engage in more significant changes

Change focus of Mobility Management ...?
 Currently the emphasis is on changing attitudes – perhaps for a refocus on influencing values
 New research emphasises the importance of engaging values and
self-identity as basis for motivating pro-environmental behavioural
change
 Individuals who engage in behaviour in pursuit of ‘intrinsic goals’
(of personal growth, emotional intimacy or community involvement)
tend to be more highly motivated and more persistent in engaging
in this behaviour
 Compared to individuals motivated by ‘extrinsic goals’ (for
example, of acquisition of material goods, financial success, image
and social recognition).
 Evidence suggests that motivations which are intrinsic are more
likely to lead to pro-environmental behaviour
Crompton, T. (2008) Weathercocks and Signposts, WWF.
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Are policies really getting any greener…
 Many ‘footprint’ tools available (eg. climatecare.org;
carbonneutral.com; footprintnetwork.org; kilmabalance.de;
travelmatters.org) but only one for evaluation of policy
 REAP – is a powerful policy analysis and
scenario tool for the environmental
assessment of policy
 Evaluates cumulative impact of individual
policy measures at the national, regional
and local levels
 Most ‘so called’ sustainable strategies likely to create worse
scenario compared to business as usual
 Largely because TDM strategy not appreciated /integrated
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MANAGING TRAVEL DEMAND
Applying European Perspectives to U.S. Practice

What Americans are
Learning From the Euros?

Overview
 International Scanning Study – 2005
 Definition of TDM
 Conceptualization
 Categories of Strategies
 Need for Integration
 Lessons from Europe
 Sources for Reports
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International Technology Scanning Program
Sponsored by:
 Federal Highway Administration of U.S. Department of Transportation
 American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
 National Cooperative Highway Research Program (TRB)







2005 Scanning Study on Managing Travel Demand
State DOTs: Minnesota, Utah, New Jersey and Florida
FHWA: Pricing, Operations, and Resource Center
Region: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Oakland, California
Organization: American Trade Initiatives
Reporter: ESTC

Stockholm

Cities Visited on
2005 FHWA
International
Scanning Study:
Managing Travel
Demand to
Mitigate
Congestion

Lund
London
Cologne
The Netherlands

Rome
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DEFINITION: What is Managing Travel Demand?
Managing demand is about
providing travelers, regardless of
whether they drive alone, with
travel choices, such as work
location, route, time of travel and
mode. In the broadest sense,
“demand management is defined
as providing travelers with
effective choices to improve
travel reliability.”
* FHWA, 2006

TRAVEL DEMAND STRATEGIES: Choices
Mode Choice
- drive alone
car- and vanpool
public transport
- shuttle buses
bike/walk

Location Choice
- telework
- transit-oriented development
- location-efficient mortgages
- proximate commute
- e-learning

Time Choice
traveler info
travel time prediction
event scheduling
flex-time/CWW

Route Choice
- traveler info
- Active Traffic Management
- HOV lanes
- congestion pricing
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DUTCH CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK:
Traffic vs. Travel Demand Management

FOUR CATEGORIES OF DEMAND STRATEGIES
1. OPERATIONAL

2. INFRASTRUCTURE

3. PRICING/FINANCIAL

4. INSTITUTIONAL/FACILITATION
http://international.fhwa.dot.gov/traveldemand/index.htm
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OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES
Improving the efficiency of the transport system by:


Providing real-time, multi-modal information



Predicting travel times



Active traffic management



Traffic management centers



Parking management



Photo enforcement



Improved public transport



Managing large-scale events and emergencies



Highway reconstruction mitigation

OPERATIONAL EXAMPLE: EUROPE
ACTIVE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT on M42 – UK


Use of hard shoulder



Break-down areas



Driver info panels



Speed control



Photo enforcement



CCTV
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OPERATIONAL EXAMPLE: US
RAMP METERING ON FREEWAYS


MnDOT turned off meters in Twin Cities in
2000:



9% reduction in freeway volumes



22% increase in freeway travel times



91% decline in travel time reliability



7% reduction in freeway travel speeds



26% increase in accidents



INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGIES

Providing advantages to sustainable choices
with:


HOV facilities



Special use lanes



Park-and-Ride facilities



Access control (e.g., car-free zones)
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INFRASTRUCTURE EXAMPLE: EUROPE
Access Control Zone (ZTL) in Rome
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cordon around historic core (5 km2)
Begun in ’89, automated in ’98
Non-residents pay $460/yr and must have
off-street parking space
New public transit infrastructure
tram lines, park-and-ride lots)
Parking management
Combined traffic and transit management

Impact of ZTL and pricing
•
•
•
•

Traffic volumes down 15-20% in zone
Speeds up 4%
Public transit use up 5%
Mopeds, scooters and motorcycles also
up

INFRASTRUCTURE EXAMPLE: US

BUS RAPID TRANSIT AND HIGH
OCCUPANCY TOLL (HOT) LANES


I-15 managed lanes expansion in San Diego:



Four lanes with movable barrier



HOT lane operation ($/mile)



BRT operating on facility



Five stations with park-and-ride



Considering HOT ramps
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PRICING/FINANCIAL STRATEGIES
Trigger economic incentives and disincentives with:


Cordon pricing in congested centers



Other road pricing schemes (trucks)



Revenue for improved transit



Subsidies for using alternative modes

London

Germany

PRICING EXAMPLE: EUROPE
STOCKHOLM TRIAL


Legislated 7-month pilot test



Cordon around city center



18 charging points; ANPR/OBU



10-20 SEK per crossing ($1.44 - $2.88)




16 new bus routes; 2,800 P-n-R spaces

Goal = 10-15% reduction in traffic



Result = 19% reduction in car traffic



4% increase in transit ridership



Emissions reduced



Referendum passed in city
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FINANCIAL EXAMPLE: US
COMMUTER FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
Commuter Rewards Program in Atlanta


$3 per day to switch from driving alone



Up to three months



1,800 participants per day



Reduced 1,200 veh.trips/day



Reduced 30,000 VMT



Over 70% continued after cash expired

INSTITUTIONAL/FACILITATIVE STRATEGIES
New ways to institutionalize demand
management into planning, management,
and operations via:


Partnerships



Travel Planning



Coordination



New Policies
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INSTITUTIONAL EXAMPLE: EUROPE
HEATHROW AREA TRANSPORT FORUM


Partnership of airport, towns and tenants



Created Surface Access Strategy



During planning of Heathrow Express



Increased transit/carpool use (10% ⇒ 19%)



Decreased car use (78% ⇒ 70%) 



Funded with parking surcharge



Drive alone share decreased



Transit and carpool share increased



Consistent with “Smarter Choices”

INSTITUTIONAL EXAMPLE: US
TRIP REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT


Many US jurisdictions require or negotiate



conditional trip mitigation measures to include:



On-site rideshare coordinator



Info and promotion of alternatives



Links to bus, bike and walk paths



Shuttle to regional transit



Preferential parking



Regular reporting



Key is assuring programs get to commuters
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THE KEY - INTEGRATION
Demand management should be
integrated with:
-

Long-range planning
Land development
Employer/school practices
Planning for operations
Traffic management
System operations
Performance measurement

INTEGRATION EXAMPLE - PLANNING
LUNDAMATS – Lund, Sweden
Integrated, sustainable transport
plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sustainable town planning
Priority to bicycles
Extended transit (BRT)
Reduce car traffic
Employer and community
transport solutions
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CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE INTEGRATION

Characteristics of Effective Integration
• Genuine desire to reduce car
use by reducing trips and
VMT

• Commitment to implement a
comprehensive package

• Belief that economic growth can
be “decoupled” with
transport growth

• Active management on on-going basis

• Consensus-building and buy-in
by politicians, technicians
and public
• Regional goals to manage
demand
• Serious treatment of demand
and supply solutions

• Targeting to various travel markets
• Evolve from project/site/corridor to
region-wide effort
• Evaluation of each strategy,
synergistic impacts and
comparative cost effectiveness
• Feedback loop to improve plans and
programs
• Simply becomes “the norm”

INTEGRATION EXAMPLE - PLANNING
LUNDAMATS – RESULTS
-

Placed priority on
sustainable travel

-

Accommodated growth
in travel without
increasing car use

-

Reduced VMT per capita
in real terms
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LESSONS LEARNED
Lessons Learned from Europe
1. Transportation Management Thinking
Is Evolving In Europe
2. Demand Management Differs From
Traffic Management
3. Owners and Service Providers are
Working Together
4. Demand Management Can Be
Integrated Into Programs and Projects
5. Economic Growth and Traffic
Management Can Co-Exist

LESSONS LEARNED (con’t)
6. Road Pricing Proven Effective
7. Customized Travel Time Prediction Is
Possible
8. Dynamic Signing Can Influence
Safety and Operations
9. Pre-Trip and Near Trip Information
Can Influence Congestion

10. Performance-based Evaluation
Integrated Into Processes and
Policies

U.S. has a lot of experience with
managing demand, but not as good
as integrating into planning,
management and operations
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Need to focus objectives – what is TDM for?
 We need a way of focussing the benefits of TDM on a future
vision of sustainability that goes beyond the current short
term political and operational requirements

TDM – bigger purpose..?
 Assuming that TDM interventions are good simply because they
offer a ‘foot-in-the-door’ approach (i.e. the hope that individuals can
be led up a virtuous ladder of ever more far-reaching behavioural
changes) are fraught with contradictions
 Car sharing, for example, may not lead to net environmental
benefits if the money that an individual saves by selling their own
car and joining a car-share scheme is spent on buying into a timeshare apartment in Spain!
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TDM must be set in context

?

?

Forecast
Where is society
going?

Backcast
Where do we want to go?
How do we get there?
Where do we not want to go?
How do we avoid going there?

TDM Benchmarking – Report Card
 Ongoing research is currently benchmarking progress of city
municipalities around the world
 Summarises progress towards integrated TDM strategies
 Provides a useful tool to enable comparisons to be made
between different cities according to a common set of criteria
 The work is being used to elicit discussion and to identify
opportunities for improvement.
 Over time it will also help to identify the most vital ingredients
of successful TDM strategies
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Use of a “Report Card”

 Comparative assessment – uses qualitative and
quantitative criteria
 Allows for some benchmarking
 Approach has previously been used in public transport
and bicycle planning
 Intended to elicit discussion and improvement, not to
judge good versus bad

Purpose of the Report Card

Less to “grade” cities and more to:
 Help understand and illustrate the necessary
components of an integrated TDM scheme
 Show the comparative status of efforts to
date
 Highlight efforts around the world
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METRIC – the assessment tool
 METRIC
- Mobility Enhancement and Trip Reduction Index to aide
Comparison
 Detailed assessment criteria brings together a broad range of
different components of effective TDM interventions
 Developed in response to requests for TDM benchmarking
by several world cities
- To identify opportunities for improvement and what to
learn from whom

How it works
 Criteria cover initiatives, measures, approaches that can
integrate with and enhance TDM
- possibly up to 1,000 components
 Uses 5 point differential scale to evaluate efforts
 Weighting then applied to specific sections
- as agreed by recognised international experts
 Includes assessment of qualitative and quantitative data
 Draws upon international expertise and local information
 Intended for use by specialist working groups – reduce bias
 Results of each section summarised in ‘Report Card’
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Sets mobility management in context


Is there national policy support?



Is supportive infrastructure in place or planned?



Is MM institutionalized into new partnerships



Is there a commitment to pricing?



Is MM linked to the management of the transport system?



Is research and evaluation conducted on MM?



Is dedicated funding available for MM?



Are there mechanisms in place to address obstacles?



Are people generally satisfied with MM and its services?



Is MM integrated into planning and operations?

Report Card - based on “Consumer Reports”
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Prototype Format of Report Card
Covers the different components of effective TDM
interventions, categorised as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Physical
Operational
Financial
Organisational
Research
Political
Integration

Possible then to analyse each aspect in more detail
by reviewing the METRIC output

Report Card – graphics explained
 =

international good practice

 =

making good progress

=

limited progress to date

 =

affecting ability to progress

 =

international poor practice
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Report Card: London
 Good work on mobility management,
especially travel plans
 Congestion charging, significant investment
in alternative modes
 Good transit system, but more infrastructure
investment required
 Research to demonstrate positive impact
still limited
 Strong mayor, but political support patchy
 Silo thinking prevails limiting progress

London - Report
Performance criteria

Rating

Physical



Operational



Financial



Organisational



Research



Political



Integration
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Example: Washington D.C.


Commuter Connections program



Housed with regional planning agency



Works with sub-regional partners



Supported by two states and District



Performs triennial evaluation



Big on incentives, not pricing

Washington D.C. - Report
Performance criteria

Rating

Physical



Operational



Financial



Organisational



Research



Political



Integration
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Cities under consideration
 London, England
 Edinburgh, Scotland
 Dublin, Ireland
 Paris, France
 Amsterdam, Netherlands
 Stockholm, Sweden
 Rome, Italy
 Zurich, Switzerland

 Washington, D.C. Seattle, WA

 Los Angeles, CA

 Vancouver, BC

 Bogota, Columbia

 Mexico City, Mexico

 Kyoto, Japan

 Melbourne, Australia

Important issues
 Comparison of cities starting from a more advanced
position
 Retain independence and objectivity
 Maximise cities using same approach
 Repeated regularly as only snapshot in time
 METRIC will evolve over time
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Next steps
 Refine METRIC
 Publicise report card internationally
 Develop web-site
 Establish network of city /international TDM
specialists

Thanks for listening!
Do contact us if you would like further information, or
would like your city included in the review …

Eric N. Schreffler
ESTC
estc@san.rr.com

Dr. Colin Black
Contemporary Transport™
colin.black@contemporarytransport.co.uk
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